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SEARCH STRATEGIES
Watch this short video on web search strategies:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buqh42Vprws


SEARCH STRATEGIES

Click on the different search strategies to go to the 
page that describes the strategy.

KEYWORD SEARCH

BOOLEAN SEARCH

ADVANCED SEARCH



KEYWORD SEARCH

• Enter terms to search
• Use quotation marks to search as a 

phrase and keep the words linked 
together

• Common words are ignored (that, to, 
which, a, the, …)

• + and – can be used to include or 
exclude a word



BOOLEAN SEARCH - AND, OR, NOT

Globing
Warming

CaliforniaBoth

OR:  Joins similar or synonymous topics
Ex:  Global Warming or Greenhouse Effect

Global
Warming

Greehouse
Effect

NOT:  Searches for the 1st term and excludes sites that 
have the 2nd term.

Ex:  Washington NOT President

PresidentWashington

AND:  joins different topics
Ex:  sites about Global Warming AND California



BOOLEAN SEARCH
(NESTING) & “QUOTATION MARKS”

NESTING: In a string of searching, terms 
placed in parentheses are searched first.

➔ Parentheses must be used to group 
items if there is another Boolean 
operator being used.

QUOTATION MARKS: Searches for the 
exact wording within the quotation 
marks.



ADVANCED SEARCH

➔ Advanced search features are offered on many 
search engines and databases by going to an 
“Advanced Search” page or clicking on a link 
and making selections.

➔ This is effective in narrowing search returns to 
a specific topic or phrase. (Click on the Google logo to go 
directly to the Google Advanced Search page.)

https://www.google.com/advanced_search


SOURCE EVALUATION
 Is your source full of CRAAP?  

 Click on the CRAAP link & watch 

 a short video about what to look

 for to determine if your source is

 reliable or not.  Then, watch the video below to see

 the CRAAP test in action!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbvqKaVZxUw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lhwB4zQD4XA




RELIABLE SOURCES
 Tennessee Electronic Library (TEL)        
collection  of databases with access to full-text scholarly articles.

➔ Gale Virtual Reference Library (GVRL)
➔ Research in Context
➔ Student Resources in Context
➔ World Book Discover
➔ World Book eBooks
➔ World Book online (also linked on your dashboard)
➔ World Book Student

Destiny

It’s not just for searching for books in the library!

Search for books in the library  on your topic

Can also search for websites that are already evaluated by 
educators as reliable sources!

Access Destiny on your dashboard or by clicking on the icon. 
You can log in with your school account.

Do a regular Destiny search.

Click on the web sites tab to look at sites.

https://tntel.info/Students/Middle-School
https://wcs.follettdestiny.com/common/welcome.jsp?context=saas15_4125254


RELIABLE SOURCES

 

Can search scholarly articles on subjects.  Watch    
this brief tutorial for details on how it works:

You can use 
Wikimedia 
Commons to search 
for image & pictures 
that are copyright 
free! Click on the 
icon to explore!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fXMGQgO_KiQ
https://scholar.google.com/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Main_Page


PLAGIARISM
What do Justin Bieber, Tyler Perry, Nikki Minaj, and 
Usher have in common?

They’ve all been accused of plagiarism.

➔ Tyler Perry was sued by author Terri Donald for using her 

book Bad Apples Can Be Good Fruit as the plot for the 2012 

film Good Deeds.

➔ Nicki Minaj faced a $30 million dollar lawsuit for 

allegedly licensing and selling Davidson’s wig designs 

without sharing any of the profit.

➔ Justin Bieber and Usher got tangled up in a $10 million 

plagiarism lawsuit over the hit, “Somebody To Love.”

Click on the sign below to watch a video that explains 

plagiarism and the different ways students intentionally or 

unintentionally plagiarize.  Take the quiz to make sure you 

know your stuff!

https://www.brainpop.com/english/writing/plagiarism/


CITATIONS
Now that you’ve... 

➔ done your research, 
➔  got your sources, 
➔  Done your project, paper, presentation

It’s time to CITE! 

Remember!  TEL does the citations for you!

Go to EasyBib, fill out all of the information you 
have, and EasyBib will generate the citation for 
you!

Here’s a brief video tutorial on EasyBib:

http://www.easybib.com/project/style/mla8?id=1540997259_5bd9c08b34dda9.12929861
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1wYEZ6rqnSw



